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SYNOPSIS
The Shell Brent B Condeep platform was one of the first offshore gravity platforms installed
in the North Sea. This platform was chosen for a joint industry-sponsored research project to moni
tor the behaviour of such structures. This paper describes the instrumentation for geotechnical and
dynamic measurements, and presents some of the main results from these measurements.

INTRODUCTION

PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF PLATFORM AND FOUNDATION

The Brent B Condeep platform was built by Nor
wegian Contractors, and was installed in block
211/29 of the British sector of the North Sea
in August, 1975. This made it one of the first
gravity platforms in the North Sea, and the
water depth of 140 m was the largest yet for
such structures.

The Brent B platform is a Condeep design with a
61 m high, 19 cell caisson measuring 10 0 macross
as shown in Fig. 1. The base area is 6 300 m2 .
The deck is carried by three shafts with a cir
cular cross section, and a diameter varying frcm
20 m just above the caisson to 12 m in the upper
part. The deck area is 3650 m 2, and the top load
during the measurements was 150 MN. The total
submerged weight of the structure varied between
1750 and 2050 MN.

The concrete gravity structures represented a
novel concept, resulting in a number of unfamil
iar problems which had to be tackled during de
sign. The need for comprehensive measurements
of the actual behaviour of one of the prototype
structures was obvious. Consequently a joint
research project was established, sponsored by
major oil companies, public authorities, clas
sification societies, the platform builder, and
research institutions. The execution of the
project was undertaken by the PI group, a joint
venture with participation from the Norwegian
Central Institute for Industrial Research, Det
norske Veritas and the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute.
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The project covered a two-year period during
which the behaviour of the platform and its
foundation, wave heights and other environmental
data were measured and registered. The data
were analyzed and compared to theoretical com
putations in order to evaluate the adequacy of
the design procedures that had been used. The
data also provide a basis for development of
improved design procedures.
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The most important finding in the project was
that nothing really unexpected happened to the
platform and its foundation. No indication was
found in the measurement or the analyses that
the platform will perform less satisfactorily
than anticipated at the design stage.
This paper presents the main results of the pro
ject of interest to the geotechnical engineer.
A detailed presentation of the project and its
results was made at a seminar in London in
November, 1979 (See References).
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Geometry of platform and location of
sensors.
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The bottoms of the caisson cells are formed as
spherical shells resting on the sea bed, with
steel skirts penetrating 4 m down into the soil.
The upper 45 m of the foundation consist of
stiff to hard overconsolidated clay with some
layers of dense sand. A simplified soil profile
is shown in Figure 2. The average natural water
content is about 20%, except for the top metre
where it is about 30%. The plastic limit of the
clay is close to the natural water content. The
average liquid limit is 50%, and the average
plasticity index is about 30%. Cone penetration
test results showed high cone resistance in the
sand layers, indicating that the sand has a high
density. Below 45 m geophysical investigations
indicate sand to great depths.
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The specific sensors included in the load re
sponse system were:
• 19 earth pressure transducers for monitoring
base contact pressure between the underside
of the lower spherical concrete domes and sea
floor,
• 10 piezometers for monitoring pore pressure at
two locations and at 5 different levels be
neath the structure,
■ 7 linear and 3 angular accelerometers for
monitoring dynamic motion of the deck, shafts,
and base of the structure,
• 24 strain gauges for determining the stress in
the vertical reinforcing steel bars in the
walls of all three shafts just above the junc
tion between the shafts and the lower caisson,
• 4 temperature sensors for measuring the tem
perature of oil stored in the storage cells.
Settlements of the structure were determined
by lowering a special caliper tool into a tele
scopic casing that was installed to a depth of
approximately 55 m beneath the structure! Set
tlement was determined from the measured change
in distance between the telescopic joints, and
long-term horizontal movement of the casing re
lative to the bottom of it was determined by
means of a biaxial inclinometer using standard
borehole survey techniques.
The instrumentation described above represents
93 sensors and calculated variables which were
scanned and computed for a period of 20 minutes
every hour for 11 months during a two year peri
od. This corresponds to approximately 1 x 1 0 s
data samples.
In order to get the most out of
this amount of data and to reduce the onshore
analysis costs, it was decided to install a com
puter based data acquisition system on the plat
form. The data acquisition system was built
around a 64K minicomputer which performed the
following tasks:
• automatic control of logging at regular and
extraordinary intervals,
• linearization and scaling of signals,

Fig. 2

Soil profile.

INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation employed on the project con
sisted of two systems: an oceanographical and
meteorological system for monitoring environmen
tal data, and a load response system for meas
urement of key geotechnical and structural para
meters. The general locations of the principal
sensors are indicated in Figure 1. The environ
mental sensors measured wave height, current
speed and direction, sea- and air temperature,
and barometric pressure. The load response in
strumentation involved principally measurements
of accelerations at three different levels in
one of the shafts, strain at the base of the
shafts, earth pressure between seabed and the
base of the structure, pore pressure in the sub
soil, and long-term measurements of settlement
and horizontal displacement of the structure.
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• formatting and raw data layout on magnetic
tape,
• calculation of derived variables, like move
ments, overturning moments, etc.,
■ automatic control and correction of the raw
data before statistical analysis,
• reduction of data to statistical parameters
for each sampling period, and
• generation of graphical presentations of sta
tistical results for monthly reports.
The data acquisition system was developed by the
Central Institute for Industrial Research. The
computer system was designed to operate auto
matically for up to one month, but a fulltime
operator was present to take care of tape shifts,
necessary maintenance and expected error correc
tions .
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WAVE LOADS
Several severe storms occurred during the period
of measurements. During both the winter seasons
covered, significant wave heights of up to 10.3
m were recorded, corresponding to maximum single
waves with height of about 20 m. This is 2/3 of
the 100-year wave height of 30 m used in design.
For 12 selected 20-min. registration periods
during storms, the theoretical wave forces on
the structure were calculated. The basis for
these calculations was the measured sea state,
and a stochastic analysis was performed.
In design, a maximum total horizontal force on
the structure of 510 MN and a maximum overturn
ing moment of 20 000 MNm were used. The most
probable maximum horizontal force occurring
during the project was found to be 341 of the
design value, and the most probable maximum mom
ent was found to have been 43% of the design
moment.

Fig. 3 shows a plot of total horizontal forces
on the platform, computed from the observed wave
heights, vs. horizontal displacements at sea bed
computed from measured accelerations. For both
quantities, the square root of the sum of vari
ances in two orthogonal directions is used in
the plot, in order to obtain independence of
directional spreading. With good approximation,
the points in the figure plot along a straight
line, the slope of which represents the total
horizontal stiffness of the foundation. This
stiffness corresponds to an elastic modulus
E= 480 MPa in an equivalent elastic halfspace.
There is no indication of nonlinear behaviour
in the plot. This is also not expected for the
relatively low load levels represented in the fig
ure. It is noted, however, that brief periods
with a lower ratio between force and displacement
(secant modulus) could well occur without notice
able effects in the plot.

DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR
The actual dynamic behaviour of the structure
was studied through an extensive onshore ana
lysis of the signals from 6 of the selected
20-min. registration periods during storms.
The displacements were found by integrating the
measured accelerations. A critical comparison
of alternative integration methods concluded
with selecting integration in the frequency do
main as the most reliable one of the methods
compared.
It was also found that the gravity
components caused by dynamic rotation of the
horizontal accelerometers had to be subtracted
from the measured signals before integration.
Failure to do this would lead to overestimates
of from 35% (deck) to 80% (sea bed) in the ac
tual horizontal displacements.
The highest standard deviation of horizontal
base displacements during the winter 1976/77
was found to be - 1 mm, corresponding to a maxi
mum amplitude of about 4 mm. The highest stand
ard deviation of horizontal deck displacements
during the same winter was found to be -1.5 cm,
corresponding to a maximum amplitude of about
6 cm.
The analysis of the accelerometer signals also
comprised an investigation of the directional
behaviour of the response. The results demon
strated that in addition to displacements in the
principal direction of wave propagation, dis
placements always occurred in the transverse
direction as well. These displacements had
standard deviations of from about 30% to about
60% of those in the principal direction. This
indicates that the wave energy was somewhat
more concentrated along the principal direction
of wave propagation than frequently assumed when
directional wave spectra are considered.
The first two resonance periods of the platform
were found to be 1.78 and 1.72 sec. The corre
sponding mode shapes were primarily bending
modes, in the platform x and y directions re
spectively. The third mode was primarily
torsional, with a period of 1.19 sec.

Fig. 3

Magnitude of horizontal base displace
ment vs. magnitude of horizontal force
at sea bed.

The measured response was compared to results
from theoretical, stochastic dynamic analyses.
These analyses used a simple, three-dimensional
model, where the foundation stiffness, the con
crete modulus and the deck stiffness were varied
in order to obtain agreement between the theo
retical values and the measurements.
The theoretical model that gave the best agree
ment had a horizontal foundation stiffness cor
responding to an E-modulus of 450 MPa in an equivalent halfspace, and a rotational stiffness
corresponding to E = 750 MPa in an equivalent
halfspace. The concrete modulus was 38 500 MPa,
which is about 20% higher than assumed in design.
Using these values, there was very good agree
ment between the theoretical values and measure
ments as regards resonance periods, as shown in
Table 1. Also for the corresponding mode shapes,
the moments in the shafts and the horizontal
displacements at sea bed excellent agreement was
obtained. For the other displacement components
the theoretical values were 10-18% higher than
measured, while the theoretical axial forces in
the shafts were about 18% lower than measured.
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has been small. The measurements were started
6 months after platform installation, and during
the following 20 months, the permanent horizon
tal displacements have been less than 2 cm.

TABLE I
Comparison of calculated and
measured resonance periods

Calculated
Measured

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

1 .76
1 .78

1 .71
1 .72

0.97
1.19

FOUNDATION BEHAVIOUR
The settlement observations started 4 months
after platform installation (Fig. 4). The timesettlement curve indicates that there is good
repeatability in the measurements.
Some of the
irregularities that do exist, may be related to
changes in platform weight with time.
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During the major storm in the first winter, a
pore pressure build-up in the soil due to cyclic
wave loading was observed. The measured pore
pressures during this storm are presented in
Figure 5. The significant wave height was 10.3
m. The storm has its maximum intensity when the
difference between maximum and minimum pore
pressure is greatest. Figure 5 shows that the
mean pore pressure then increases with about
10 kPa. This is a relatively modest pore pres
sure increase, but it is of the same order of
magnitude as expected from laboratory test re
sults and theoretical calculations. The pore
pressure increase will lead to a temporary re
duction in soil stiffness and strength. This
effect of cyclic loading was taken into account
in design.
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The pore pressure observations indicate that the
pore pressure reached equilibrium in June/July
1976, 10 months after the platform was installed.
This agrees with the consolidation time deduced
from the settlement observations.
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Fig. 4

Measured settlements.

The shape of the settlement curve indicates that
the consolidation settlements were completed in
June/July 1976, corresponding to a consolidation
time of 10 months. This compares well with the
13 months assumed in design.
Figure 4 shows that the platform has settled 9
cm during the 27 months after the observations
were started. However, a major part of the
settlements occurred before the settlement gauge
was installed. By extrapolation of observations
and by theoretical calculations, the total set
tlements at the end of consolidation are esti
mated to be 35 cm. This is 30% less than as
sumed at the design stage.
Figure 4 shows that the settlements continue
after the consolidation is completed. The rate
of these secondary settlements is approximately
1.3 cm/year, and agree well with the 1. 0 cm/year
used in design.
The inclination of the platform was evaluated
from the mean accelerometer signals. During the
14 months from January 1976 to March 1977 there
has been an inclination corresponding to a dif
ferential settlement of 4-5 cm across the plat
form base. The lowest point is on the South
side.
The permanent long-term horizontal displacement
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Fig. 5

Pore pressure in storm with significant
wave height of 10.3 m during the first
winter. Depth=4 m beneath sea floor.

The major storm which occurred the second winter
had the same significant wave height, 10.3 m,
as the major storm the first winter.
It is
interesting to observe that while a pore pres
sure of 10 kPa was generated the first winter,
there is no tendency for a pore pressure gene
ration the second winter. The main reason is
most probably that the soil strength has in
creased due to the consolidation which has,taken
place between the two storm periods.
The soil pressure against the platform base gov
erns the design of the base. During installa
tion of the platform a non-uniform base contact
stress variation developed (Figure 6 ). In the
most severely loaded dome the effective base
contact stress has temporarily been 1950 kPa,
or almost 4 times the average. The reason for
this high stress on dome 15 is believed to be a
local sand layer just beneath it.
The changes in base contact stresses which have
occurred during the 2 year observation period,
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CONCLUSION
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The Brent B Instrumentation Project provided
comprehensive data on the actual performance of
an offshore concrete gravity structure and its
foundation. The results support the basic as
sumptions and principles used in design of the
prototype structures of this kind. They also
provide valuable information for the design of
new structures of similar types.
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Fig. 6

Base contact stresses just after grout
ing and two years later.

are mainly due to special causes, like changes
in submerged platform weight, grouting, instal
lation of conductors and drainage to lower the
pore pressure in the soil. The non-uniform base
contact stresses which developed during instal
lation thus seem to remain. One important ob
servation, however, is that for none of the cel] s
has there been tendencies for long term increas
es in base contact stress which may lead to over
loading of the base.
As mentioned previously the measured soil stiff
ness is very high, with an E-modulus for an
equivalent elastic half-space of 450 - 750 MPa.
It is important, however, to be aware that these
measurements were made the winter 1976/77, after
consolidation of the soil had been completed and
strengthened the soil. Further, the maximum
wave forces in the observation period were less
than 45% of the design wave forces (43% for mom
ent and 34% for horizontal force), and the soil
stiffness will decrease with increasing shear
stresses. The backcalculated soil stiffness
given above must therefore not be used uncriti
cally for other conditions. Theoretical cal
culations indicate that if the 100-year design
storm occurs before any consolidation has taken
place, the equivalent soil stiffness may be only
10-15% of the measured one.
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Extrapolation of measurements by means of re
sults from cyclic laboratory tests and theoreti
cal finite element analyses give expected future
maximum cyclic displacements at sea floor during
a 100-year storm of 3 cm horizontally and 1.3 cm
vertically at the periphery. Extrapolation to
the situation where the 100-year storm comes be
fore any consolidation has occurred, gives cy
clic displacements of 9 cm horizontally and 3 cm
vertically at the periphery (single amplitude
values). This is slightly less than assumed in
design, when a cyclic horizontal displacement of
1 0 — 15 cm was assumed.
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